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Progress report - 1-2 pages:  

 

1. Review of the past reference period  
During this last year, a decision was made from the architectural point of view of our system. A Matlab 

script was used to evaluate the impact of long cabling in the signal quality and study various system 

architectures in order to assess its performance versus pick-up noise, attenuation, dynamic range and 

dispersion. During the study it was demonstrated that coaxial cable couples some to noise, degrading the 

signal quality on the Gaussian beam intensity tails (beam halo) measurements and reduces the signal 

bandwidth because of its low pass filter characteristic, which could lead to bunch pile-up for SPS & LHC 

beams. The pile-up reduces the bunch isolation by coupling up to ~5% of the charge from the previous 

bunch, which influences the bunch profile measurement. The use of filtering techniques would make the 

system not compatible with other accelerators, and each system would be different, and even applying 

signal equalization to compensate cable effects, the noise coupling could not be avoided. It was therefore 

concluded that to provide a high quality and low distortion measurements with bunch by bunch 

resolution and proper Gaussian beam tails determination, long coaxial cabling for analoge transmission 

should be avoided to reach a significant improvement with respect to the current system. The pCVD signal 

acquisition will be finally performed in the tunnel, near the pCVD detector following a Front-End (FE) / 

Back-End (BE) system architecture with a GBT link @ 4.8Gbps for data transmission, clock distribution and 

slow control.   

 

The base-line solution to drive the optical link is the use of CERN developments on the GBT project (GBTx 

ASIC and VTRx module). However due to GBTx unavailability at the moment of the initial FE developments 

a back-up solution based on its emulation through a Microsemi Flash-based Igloo2 FPGA was taken. The 

promising irradiation results of this FPGA makes it compatible with our application if placed under proper 

shielding and some distance with respect to the beam pipe, and could be used as a valid solution for a first 

prototype for proof-of-concept evaluation. Other experiments, such as CMS will also use this specific 

FPGA family for front-ends in radiation areas. 

 

During the last months my main task has been the Front-End design in two main areas:  

 

1. GBT firmware implementation on Igloo2: 

The GBT protocol was selected for the communication between Front-End & Back-End. GBT 

frames consists on 120bits each 25ns from which 80 bits are payload and 32 bit forward error 

correction. For the Igloo2 implementation, GBT-FPGA code, from the CERN’s GBT project, was 

modified and made available for other users in two versions, STD (for non-latency deterministic 

application) and LATOP (with a deterministic latency and clock phase recovery). Due to the 

general interest, LHCb & CMS mainly, on this development a collaborative approach called “GBT-

on-Igloo2” come up, sharing firmware, information and testing results. For the optical link 

control and evaluation, a small console application was developed under windows on C++ for 

UART communication with the Igloo2 Development kits used. 

 

The GBT firmware implementation was successfully finished and qualified for our application, 

leading to a proper LHC 40MHz clock recovery on the FE with only ±2.8% of phase uncertainty 

and a link latency uncertainty of ±0.7ns, which is satisfactory for SPS and LHC bunch synchronous 

acquisitions. Initial testing to check that the link stability could be maintained during the 

accelerator ramp (change of LHC clock frequency) was performed as well. The result show that 

the link was well maintained for a reference clock variation ~8000ppm (LHC varies 2.5ppm and 

SPS 800ppm for nominal beams). 
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Figure 1: Testing results of the link latency uncertainty with GBT-on-Igloo2 (left) and test set-up (right). 

 

2. Front-End Electronics design: 

For the pCVD signal readout it is foreseen to use a radiation tolerant integrator ASICs. At this 

stage of the project, two options are currently being pursued: the QIE10, designed by FERMILAB 

for the CERN CMS collaboration and the ICECAL, designed by University of Barcelona for CERN 

LHCb collaboration. The QIE10 is a charge integrator with 17 bit (1e5) dynamic range followed by 

an encoder providing the charge information in 8 bits with automatic range selection. The ICECAL 

is a 4 channel very low noise charge integrator with a 12 bit (4e3) dynamic range that provides an 

analogue signal for subsequent digitization; samples of both ASICs were made available for us. In 

both cases full coverage of the expected signal dynamic range will be performed by splitting the 

pCVD signal and using two or three channels in parallel with different gain/attenuation factors. 

 

The front-end design should be a radiation-hard development and special care must be taken to 

assure the system operation during its lifetime. For this reason, an Igloo2 UMd Mezzanine 

(currently under design for the CMS ngCCM on the HCAL upgrade as a GBTx emulator) will be 

used. This board is made with rad-tolerant elements (containing the Igloo2 FPGA and VTRx 

module), fits perfectly our specifications and includes a high speed connector that will be used to 

evaluate the two ASIC candidates. Two mezzanine boards, which will be connected to the Igloo2 

UMd, are currently under design for ICECAL & QIE10 as shown in the following figure. These 

boards are to be interfaced with a possible future GBTx board with the same connector.  

 

 
Figure 2: Prototype boards for Front-End proof-of-concept evaluation 

 

Regarding the Back-End system, as stated in the previous PhD. report, the VME FMC Carrier 

board (VFC) will be used. This is a new general purpose VME board, developed by CERN that 

provides 4 SFP+ connectors for fibre optic transceivers for the front-end communication and also 

one FMC slot with the standard VITA57 for custom or commercial mezzanine boards.  
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2. Objectives for the next reference period (Nov-2015) 
The estimated objectives for the next reference period are as follow: 

1. Reception of Igloo2 UMd Mezzanine (~ end October). 

2. Adaptation, implementation and testings of GBT-On-Igloo2 on UMd Mezzanine. 

3. Finish QIE10 Mezzanine for pcb fabrication and assembly (~ end October). 

4. Finish ICECAL Mezzanine for pcb fabrication and assembly (~ end November). 

5. Initial testing of QIE10 & ICECAL Mezzanines with Igloo2 UMd in the laboratory, local 

configuration and data acquisition through local FPGA. 

6. Remote Front-End configuration and data acquisition operation from back-end system, 

abstraction of the optical link (transparent operation). Laboratory testing. 

7. Preparations for tunnel operation with pCVD detectors vs surface twin system. 

 

3. Report on the performance of the student 

 
Mr. Jose Luis Sirvent Blasco did in his first year a deep investigation of the possible options for the 

diamond detector signal digitalization and further treatment. He has written a model simulating the 

detector signal, created during the passage of the wire through the beam, including the whole signal chain 

for the different acquisition implementation options and estimating their uncertainties by calculating the 

error on the beam width determination. During his second year of the PhD time he concentrated on the 

realization of a test set-up of the acquisition signal chain including the integrator, the digitalization, the 

transmission, the reception and the digital signal treatment. The activities included the porting of FPGA 

code to the non-supported IGLOO II FPGA, the design of test printed boards for two different integrators 

and system layout. His project status will allow testing soon the acquisition chain, optimizing the 

transmission and deciding which integrator could be used. It is planned to have also a test installation in 

the SPS to make a validation with the wire scanner shower particles. 

 

Mr. Jose Luis Sirvent Blasco is an exceptional student, working very efficiently, independently, every time 

focused and very successful. E.g. in the last year he created a small working collaboration for the FPGA 

code optimization of the IGLOO II FPGA with several outside institutes, from which he gets now a newly 

designed FPGA printed board. 

 

I am very confident that his thesis will be finished with an excellent result. 
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